This chat data is from my Gmail chat history. It shows a random sample of my G-chat contacts on the bottom line, that you can scroll across to view more. I have highlighted one of my contacts, Sonia Gor. A box pops up above her name with all the most commonly used words or phrases in our chat conversations. Furthermore, a graph also appears that plots the amount of times we have chatted from our first conversation to now. The increasing graph shows that we steadily been chatting more and more from 2007 up till now. If one clicks one of the words in the green box, then the graph changes to plot the usage of that word in my chat conversations with Sonia Gor over time. There is a search box on the top left hand corner. One can use to search for contacts, chat conversations or even specific words that were used. The top 5 bar on top indicates the top five most commonly used words in your chat conversations. When you click on one of those words, a graph appears that plots the words’ progression of usage since it was first used.